**Intro:**
```
D... Em... D... Em... D... Em... D... Em...
D... G... D.../...
You said it was about the weather
D... G... D.../...
You said it was mostly the fuss
D... G... D.../...
You said it was about the nevers
Bm... D.../.../.../...
But I think it was about us.
D... G... D.../...
You said it was a combination
D... G... D.../...
Of factors found and lost
D... G... D...
You saw it in the constellations
Bm.../...
But I think it was about us
```

**Chorus**
```
A/...
And it's gone before it's gone
G... D...
It's lost before it's lost
Bm.../... G...
And you didn't see it coming cos no one ever
D... A/... does. And it's gone before it's gone
G... D...
It's lost before it's lost and
Bm.../... A/ / /
I don't know who killed the buzz buzz buzz
/ / Tacit 1 measure
buzz buzz
```
```
D... G... D.../...
You said it was about the old times
D... G... D.../...
You said it was about the rush
D... G... D.../...
You said it was the crazy headlines
Bm... D.../.../.../...
But I think it was about us
```

**Chorus**
```
Bridge
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah blah words words words
D.../... A/... Endings we have seen before
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah war war war
D.../... A/... Sentiments we've heard heard heard
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah words words words
D.../... A/... Sentiments we've heard heard heard
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah war war war
D.../... A/... Endings we have seen before
```

**Chorus**
```
D.../...
D... G... D.../...
You blamed it on the late arrivals
D... G... G... D.../...
You said we were just lonely people
Bm.../... D.../.../.../...
But I think it was about us
```

**Bridge**
```
Blah blah blah blah words words words
D.../... A/... Endings we have seen before
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah war war war
D.../... A/... Sentiments we've heard heard heard
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah words words words
D.../... A/... Sentiments we've heard heard heard
G.../... D.../...
Blah blah blah war war war
D.../... A/... Endings we have seen before
```

**Chorus**
```
D.../...
D... G... D.../...
You said we were just lonely people
Bm.../... D.../...
But I think it was about us
```

**Outro:**
```
```
D.../...
```